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Thank you to Gerd Altmann and other talented artists 
from Pixabay for images used in this presentation.
Using the bepress 
platform, the 
interactive and 
dynamic nature of an 
Academic Day 
highlighting scholarly 
activity can be 





55 Years of Tradition
TRADITION REIMAGINE CONNECTION 
Celebrating Our Scholarly Works 
in an Innovative and Transformative Way
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Celebrating the scholarly 
activities of the Zucker 
School of Medicine, the 
Northwell Health System, 
and its hospitals was an 
established tradition.
Our objective was to 
recreate the in-person 
Academic Days within an 
online environment.
The intent was to keep the 
interactive and dynamic 
feel of the day using a 
digital platform.
Our Online Solution for Academic Day
Separate websites were built 
for the system’s and the 
hospital’s Academic Days.
The Librarians were 
responsible for building 
content on each site.
Full-text was limited by 
IP address to address 
copyright and faculty 
considerations.
Conference presentation 6
“Innovation is no longer an option, but a necessity. We have seen 
how the recent crisis has spurred the need for transformation; for 
organisations to adapt and innovate in order to emerge stronger.”
- Rajiv Sodhi, COO, Microsoft India
.” 
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When a crisis becomes an opportunity. Microsoft Stories India. https://news.microsoft.com/en-in/features/microsoft-idc-culture-of-


















Preserves posters and enables long-term public access to 
metadata records
Widened audience for Academic Day presentations, 
posters, and records



























• Program expanded in Spring 2021 to include two more hospitals
• System-wide online Academic Day was again successful
















Promote IR for 
Academic Days 





Academic Days can be 
recreated in an online 
environment.
A plan and a consistent 
process is the key to 
success.
Innovative ways to 
highlight scholarly 
activity online will still 
be relevant to in-person 
events in the future.
Transformative uses of 
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Snap a pic of this QR 
code to view our 
Academic Day sites 
on our IR
